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SHADOWSERVER BY (SOME OF THE) NUMBERS

1,115,000
unique malware samples ingested & 
analyzed every day by our 
sandboxes. Over 1.5 billion samples
in our malware repository

6,020
network owners & 131 National CSIRTs 
in 173 countries and territories rely on 

our free daily reports



INTEGRATION WITH SOCCRATES PLATFORM



OUR OBJECTIVES

Focus on detecting DGA domains, which are commonly used by malware as a 
mechanism to maintain a C2 channel 

Distinguish DGA domains from normal domains
Classify these domains into malware families (known vs. unknown)
The solution developed needs to run at large scale

DGA detection pipeline
(DGA Detective)

Innovative combination of different well-known methods to obtain a scalable and reliable detector

https://github.com/COSSAS/dgad



DAILY PROCESS

DGA Detective added to Shadowserver Production Sandbox
all sandbox domains seen are subject to classification
typically hundreds of thousands per day
dedicated VM with 8 virtual CPUs, 16GB of memory, and 170GB of disk

Review of classifier results (interesting leads, false positive handling)
Daily summary of unregistered domains, with DGA Detective classification



ANOMALY ANALYSIS



SHADOWSERVER API (GENERIC)

https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/

https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/


API - FUNCTIONALITY

Expose results of the DGA Detective classifier by TNO (on Shadowserver
Sandbox data)
Based on Shadowserver API: 

https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/
RESTful
JSON objects
Each request requires an API key and HMAC header.
Any non-200 HTTP response is an error. Error details will be included in the 
response object.

https://www.shadowserver.org/what-we-do/network-reporting/api-documentation/


SHADOWSERVER SOCCRATES API

Query for a domain name and provide a classification of whether or not the 
domain is likely to be used in a DGA, and optionally the likely associated 
malware family.
Query for a malware hash and provide any associated DGA domains 
discovered through the AI based methods developed.
Query for the latest DGA domains tagged by AI based methods developed 
Query for the latest DGA training set data 
Query for the latest TOP benign domain training data set
Query for latest trends seen in DNS traffic, for example, by TLD, crypto 
domains or registrar.



REAL-WORLD IMPACT

Some discoveries:
Phorpiex, Mydoom, Nitol DGA’s

Additions to Fraunhofer FKIE DGA Archive

Phorpiex

Mydoom

More candidates to be added!

Phorpiex DGA sample sinkholing

Neksminer sinkholing (DGA-like domains)

Sharing free threat feeds on the above with 132 National CSIRTs covering 173 countries and 6000+ 
organizations (network owners)

API

Makes the classifier results and associated meta-information available (RESTful, JSON format) to trusted
partners



SINKHOLED THREAT: PHORPIEX



PHORPIEX



SINKHOLED THREAT: NEKSMINER

(Sinkholing concerned DGA-like domains, not generated by a DGA algorithm) 



NEKSMINER



NEXT STEPS

Improvements in drill-down features in Anomaly dashboard that enable better
hunting of potential new DGA domains
False positive reduction proces
DGA family classification (TNO) 
Finalizing integration with SOCCRATES platform
Achieving real-world impact:

Access to API for National CSIRTs
More DGA Archive additions
Sinkholing detected threats
Sharing infection information with National CSIRTs and affected organizations
worldwide


